Subject: Obama inspire Turkey to raid Russian warplane same ISIS butcher life in video, the source at here!
Respectable
Any country leaders, MP, Law, Hospital,
Medium & Academic circles
Dear
Sir or Madam:
Nobel’s regret with to roar by ex-president Carter that was speed up to be notorious for lie's Obama! It more vile is to
rear livestock in pens ISIS start at terror attack “Charlie Hebdo” !
Then President Putin opened air attack ISIS true and my below the open letter to publish after, the Germany Premier
visit China and smile to catch an order for goods of 1700 hundred million to go home, but that lure for France President of
manly man it was no dice! Because I was in imminent danger to involve just handle by the NPC Chairman Mr. Zhang
Dejiang, but then François Hollande to met Xi JP after who still to keep up to meet with Zhang Dejiang after so to enrage
the off-stage boss of ISIS, therefore, terror-attack Paris that massacre by ISIS to bring!
Because today's Hollande was clear-headed not again as before ISIS terror-attack “Charlie Hebdo” after to fool by
Obama to join Ebola's vaccine test, so he to dispatch aircraft carrier air-attack ISIS at once with Putin, so ISIS was deem to
fall for the off-stage boss and at once to massacre four Chinese to quarrel!
Now the inside story was very clear, so Putin promptly to bulletin confirm ISIS' fund come from one of G20 on Nov.,
18, 2015 and that only a remove from to roll call China !
Because of Premier Cameron same the Hollande already clear who are the ISIS' off-stage boss now and free-will
visit France, so Hollande at once direct flight Washington to force Obama must to unite strike at ISIS and again direct
flight visit Putin to organizing an alliance!
Then a resolution to strike at ISIS by UN that was in effect after, but Turkey President still order to shoot down
Russian warplane in a videotape same ISIS, because the Russian warplane (1000Km/h)at most wrong path 10 Second on
Turkey territorial air space of 2.5 kilometer, so Turkey's recording-warn irrational already need not to refute! Because the
foolish reason of shoot down it can to find at Obama's state, so instigate Turkey by Obama to enrage Putin to wheel
retaliate Turkey that conspiracy was very clear, because ISIS was an efficient assistant for Obama to helped China to
conceal lzm's medicine invention it can to see in below open letter, but Putin really not to fall for!
Now in China, then four Chinese to Killed for ISIS at the same time, but China master TV of ifeng.com still to
make fallacy to hold back China to dispatch troops to quisle, because they worry if further fall out with ISIS after they
will be to expose the fact of subornation for word! The details link below:
www.ycec.com/Jzm/MH370_Charlie-Weekly.htm Or in main page after link 14.
Because dress vereign state but is the ISIS terror organize in the process to trample civilization, so WHO continue kill
at random life, as in the HK, those pneumonia death toll 7431 persons, this is a huge massacre city in your eyes now, so you
can not to ignore!
MH370 also to skyjack by them, below the open letter very important and it will to tell you the truth:
Subject：
1. Obama's lie it was notorious to reverse Mercury lead earth disaster-ridden!
2. Why could be regret by Nobel? Why could be rage from ex-President Carter with Russian air raid for IS true?
The truth at here to tell for you!
3. MH370 to be missing that humiliating sharpen!

《 Ebola to end because Cuba's cover to Wash-Lung & IS become Obama's right-hand
that helpless lie ZMapp success!
So Nobel's regret to call you must fight for justice! 》
lzm/21.10.2015 in Hong Kong
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List for this open letter
I.
II.

Introductory
Obama’s lie about ZMapp with TKM-Ebola or MIL77 that three small fiend
can find no place to hide oneself for shame!
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III.

Why is Obama courageous enough to lie with a straight face?!
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IV.

Ebola to fall away it fully to lean on Cuba to cover for Wash-Lung!
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V.

So it was very regret by Nobel that true at here!
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VI.
VII.
VIII.
IX.

Tort with covertly use for few person that acts was miserably!
Why IS to terror attack “Charlie Hebdo” corelation to conceal
medicine inventon?
MH370’s missing plot has everything is clear now!
conclusion
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7.
8.
9.

Thank you!
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Lin Zhen-Man/SG
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This open letter page at: →www.ycec.com/UN/151021-hk.pdf
The main page at： www.ycec.com/UN/120617/witness-history.htm
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